
Sew Cute Simple Baby Pants
Instructions No. 1666
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 1 hour

Are you pregnant or still looking for a gift for your girlfriend? With these instructions for our simple baby pants  you will have an individual
and personal gift for your newborn child sewn in no time.

For our baby pants you only need a simple sewing machine with straight stitch and jersey fabric.

Download the design template for the pants and cut out the individual parts.

Place your fabric right sides together (the printed sides on top of each other) in a break in front of you. To save fabric, fold this only in the size of the pattern
including 1 cm seam allowance. Pin the pattern onto your folded fabric. Make sure that one side of your pattern (marked with "fabric break" on the pattern) is
directly adjacent to the break (folded edge of the fabric). Draw this. It is best to use sewing chalk or a line-ex pencil . The template for the trouser legs is
placed twice on your main fabric , drawn and cut with 1 cm seam allowance. In our example we have used printed Jersey fabric , because it is stretchy. 

The templates for the cuffs are also inserted twice on Jersey fabric in the same procedure, recorded and cut with 1 cm seam allowance. For our baby pants we
used blue-grey plain fabric

Take the two parts of the trousers and put them right on right. Pin them together and sew the sides together. The legs and the upper part remain open 

Now the cuffs are sewn. Place the cuff pieces right sides together and sew the short sides together to form a circle. This is folded once each time. Pin a
waistband into each trouser leg and sew it on. Turn the trousers to the right and turn the cuffs upside down. 

Now only is still missing the trouser cuff. To do this, insert the trousers into the waistband tube so that the closed part of the waistband points to the trouser
legs. Tighten the whole thing and sew it once. Just turn it upside down once more and your baby pants are ready! One of a kind!

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/brother-sewing-machine-little-angel-ke14s-a127752/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/jersey-stoff-alaska-150-cm-breit-meterware-a186053/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/prym-tailor-chalk-a10391/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/kreul-disappearing-ink-pen-a9880/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/jersey-stoff-alaska-150-cm-breit-meterware-a186053/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/jersey-stoff-alaska-150-cm-breit-meterware-a186053/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/jersey-stoff-meliert-meterware-a191445/


Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
360227 Prym Tailor chalk 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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